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I am hoping the this panel will stop the yellow Wood project that might come to Clinton County Ohio. I
am so worried that if it does it will change our way of living. I know if my well water becomes
contaminated when they break the run off will go into our water ways. Who hear can feel my fear by
this? Or having my property value go way down? Can you feel my fears? Or not letting my grandkids be
out side with 8oo people around if they get built here? Can so see my fear? Or the wildlife that will be
harmed when they land on the hot panels. read it can burn off their feet or wings, feathers. Can you see
how this is stressing me out? I can keep this up because I have read so many negative things about
these panels. So why on earth would we want them. We will not benefit in any way from them here.
What happens when high winds take them out of the posts and we are talking thousands of panels
becoming flying objects. Do I have keep on worrying every day about this? I know you the panel of 7
have the power to stop this process. ALL of our lives are in YOUR hands. Please save our lives, our
families lives, our sanctuary, our homes, our community, our water, and the peace of mind, the wildlife,
our sanity. Remember all of you are going to help us or kill all of the things I have mentioned. STOP the
solar projects. Thank you for your time.
 
Janet Collins
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